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Tide to Nature
Joan Lehon
The moving sun-shapes on the spray,
The sparkles where the brook was flowing,
Pink faces, plightings, moon-lit May,
These were the things we wished would stay;
But they were going.
Going and Staying
Thomas Hardy
Traces of Morning: An engram of a dawning
NJ
Bittersweet memories traced in a tear
from my eye,
the beauty in the sound and the rhythm
of your innermost sigh,
lips upon lips, ear to ear, palm against
palm, touching, touching, ever so near.
Fingers trace lightly across your navel
in the morning and I told you it was my
dream,
I held you and watched you and pinched
myself to be certain it was real,
Oh, the feel.
The soft and tender skin, fingertips
dipping in the valley and rising again ...
over and over and over.
My dream came true lying there with and
holding you.
Touching, touching, ever so near. Palm
against palm, ear to ear, lips upon
lips, navel to navel.
The beauty in the sound and the rhythm
of your innermost sigh,
Bittersweet memories traced in a tear
from my eye.
Negative Flower
Daria Lucree
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Passages of Life
Allison B. Owen
Faceless Shadow
Joe Goldstein
I know that I don't know you.
I know that you don't know me.
Still in my mind I have a fantasy.
I would like to be with you
down by the river on a full moon night,
I would like to see your face
bathed in lunar light.
And all that you would see of me
would be a faceless shadow
watching silently.
Of course, I'd vanish into the air.
You'd never know that I was there.
Ifs not that you would really care
—
No, not that you'd really even care.
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Untitled (for jill)
P.S. Byrd
—Look
—
into the setting sun, autumn.
I see you there
in golden rays I see reflected
—Your hair
—
—Frosted morning
—
snow covered rose on Gaea's hips
snow white flesh beframe
—Your lips
—Rain drenched day
—
not long one sighs
for so I'll see the clear blue in
—Your eyes
—Midsummer's heat
I'll persevere
sun glistening moisture drops
shimmering
drawing
—You near
—A weathered hymn
I sing of thee.
Little Red Riding Hood
Lisa Berry
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The Bed
Deborah S. Brown
They were married shortly after the
War. Times were good. The soldiers were
coming back home and life would resume.
President Eisenhower promised happy times
were here again. New home construction
was at an all time high. My parents were
among the first to build their dream home
too. There were peaceful, slow summer days
listening to the Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra on
the radio, asnew wives ironed their husbands'
white cotton shirts. Electric oscillating fans
hummed along blowing warm bursts of air
across the rooms. A nice tall glass of iced tea
was never too far away on those steamy hot
Southern afternoons.
Before long, their first child came. She
was so beautiful. Her skin was the creamiest
white and her big brown eyes sparkled with
personality. She had the daintiest fingers and
toes. Someday she would surely become a
prima ballerina or a concert pianist. Her
mother often looked down ather curly-topped
perfection and said, "She's just likeme." What
more could one ask for? "A girl for me, a boy
for you. Oh,howhappywe will be." Thenew
song on the radio said it all.
The baby girl's father was strikingly
handsome, the eldest son of an old-line
Southern family. He was the musical, artistic
one. Hewas a child prodigy. Hewas difficult.
They sent him near and far to develop his gift.
To say he was overindulged would not be
inaccurate. Everything came easily to this
charming boy wonder.
"Now," he said was the right time for
a son. They made ready for theboy child that
would make life complete. It never occurred
to him that he might not getwhat he expected.
She was so naive that she believed his every
word and command. Anew wing was added
to the house for the darling child that would
carry on the very respected family name.
It was many years before I asked any
questions. I rememoer the dark olive green
wallpaper with the cowboys on it, as if it were
yesterday. The dark brown crib and dresser
cast forbidding shadows on the wall. I
rememberonmany occasions waking in "his"
room, calling for Emma, my nanny. I loved
her dearly and knew she would save me from
the dark. She was a large woman. Her big,
strong, black arms would lift me to her huge
bosom and rock me until all my fears went
away. She smelled of the sweetest sunshine.
Her bleached white uniform was always
ironed crisp and clean. Her gold-edged teeth
twinkled at me when she smiled.
There were times when Emma wasn't
there to lift me from my crib. The floor made
deep groaning sounds. Sometimes I heard
my sister laughing in the distance. I tried
many times to escape this prison only to find
wooden boards placed along the top of the
crib to keep me in. I would lie in hot puddles
of tears burning my cheeks as I gave in to
exhausted sleep. My throat was parched
from crying so long.
Time passed, and as I grew the crib
became too small. One special day I heard
loud piercing noises comingfrommy dreaded
room. I walked to the door and peeked in, as
only an inquisitive three-year-old can do. The
room looked as if the good fairy had come
and transformed it. The walls seemed to
almost disappear in the lightest shade ofpink.
The pink and white gingham curtains almost
floated from thewindows. The most beautiful
gold and white princess bed, just like my
sister's, sat in the place of the old crib. On top
of the matching white dresser there was a
beautiful pink lamp. It was a doll dressed in
ruffles, holding a parasol that concealed the
bulb. The bedspread had tiny poodle dogs
dancing across with bows on their ears. A
round fluffy rug was placed in the center of
the room waiting formy little toes to sink into
it.
The first night was filled with many
warnings: "Do not get out of your bed, do not
fall out of your bed, and do not jump on your
bed." I never wanted to leave this oeautiful
haven. This was a dream come true. I feared
the bed might not be there in the morning. I
held my arms above my head on the plump
new pillow. I tried not to fall asleep. The open
windows allowed the smell ofnewly cut grass
and pink paint to envelop me. The crickets
and frogs sang songs of love to me. Stars
twinkled their reflection inmy dresser mirror.
They looked like fireflies dancing in the night.
Warm, gentle, peaceful sleep cuddled me. I
was a girl, too.
Workout
Gayle Whitakcr
When she entered the room with its merciless mirrors and
machines of torture and packed with the women, some gabby,
some silent, some sitting alone with a pensive
expression, and other still prepping their
outfits for viewing, and each of them
garbed in the de rigueur colors of
black mixed with neon, and white Nike
Airs, and all of their legs so
toned and eye-popping, and waists waspish-sized,
with no hips much to speak of, and arms that would
never be jiggly-jelly, their hair that smoothed back
into blond ponytails with little-girl hair bows,
and engine-red nails that could leave a bad scratch,
she knew that this bevy
was in this for keeps,
to sit-ups and leg-lifts
crunches, with sweat
drops from an eave,
their fats and their
a pulse that was
So, quietly
out the door
her uneasiness,
misery
of athletic beauties
a life-long commitment
and push-ups, and
dripping off like the
and endlessly counting
carbs, while taking
never too high,
backing her way
before any noticed
she ended her
before it began.
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Kind of a Modern Sonnet
J. Michael Brown
such beauty in a girl I've never seen
hair cascades down her back like precious gold
eyes bluer than the skies have ever been
surely formed from some Greek goddess' mold
lips more red than any ruby on land
her body is smooth and brown from the sun
I feel this need to take hold of her hand
so I ask her where such beauty comes from;
she smiles and says "my teeth are all fake
my hair is from a gallon of Clorox
my eyes are brown but I got new contacts
I got this tan by lying in a bed
you look right nice yourself if I may say
what are you doing on next Saturday?"
<Vf**V/tfV££/7
Haughty Woman
Tommy Harper
if;\f*\f.
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Summer on the Farm
Gerry Provence
One of my earliest memories is of
playing with my brother Jan on the front
porch amid family and neighbors. Both
barefoot and wearing only pull-on pants in
the summer heat, Jan was three years old and
I was five. When Daddy called me over, I
stood expectantly as he tilted his head back,
peered down through his glasses and touching
me lightly on the chest said: ''What is this
right here?" I ran to find my discarded shirt,
which had been innocently tossed aside.
One Sunday morning, Jan and I were
in the front room where Daddy and others
were visiting. Mama and our older sisters
were preparing dinner. As Daddy pulled Jan
between his knees into the circle of his arms,
I attempted to back in alongside Jan. Quietly,
gruffly, Daddy said: "You go on out of here."
I raced to the kitchen.
My parents were different in
temperament but consistent in their
differences. Mama did not seem to mind
noise and playfulness from her children as,
dressed in a homemade cloth bonnet, sensible
shoes, beige cotton stockings and an apron
over her long-sleeved cotton print dress, she
worked. Mama gardened, raised eight
children, sewed and patched our clothing,
canned vegetables, crocheted, quilted and
tatted. Patient and even-tempered, she did
not abide sass or profanity. Once my sister,
Modrea, and I were arguing, when to add
strength to my case I shouted, "Blame it all, I
know it's so!" With a swift swat to my
backside Mama taught me not to swear.
Daddy, however, was usually cross
and stern so we mostly stayed out of his way.
I remember him sitting forward, with his
elbows resting on his knees, occasionally
ejecting a stream of Bull of the Woods tobacco
juice as shavings curled off the knife blade
and fell between his feet. Daddy, a whittler,
whittled on thearms of the front porch rockers,
his thumbnails and sticks. On each thumbnail
down the middle from top to bottom he
fashioned a split. Over six feet tall, of portly
build, he wore long-sleeved shirts, a small
soft-brimmed straw hat and khaki pants
tucked into high boots, which laced to just
below his knees.
Mama's mother was my favorite
person. She married Grandpa when she was
fourteen and he twenty-eight, and they had
ten children, one whom died in infancy and
another, Florence, who died from burns after
falling into the open fireplace. Grandma wore
her hair in braids coiled into a bun on the back
of her head. She was permanently stooped
due, she said, from not standing up straight
when she was young. She addressed me and
all other children courteously, including a
ma am or sir.
In the summer we worked in the barn
loft, which smelled of the mules, Kate and
Ida, stabled below, newly cured tobacco, corn
and mice. Manure added an unoffensive
pungent odor. High and flat, the ceiling
sloped downward to the chutes for corn and
hay. Just inside the back stairs were remnants
of the previous year's peanut hay. On the
opposite end, two four-foot doors opened
outward just tall enough for a man to stand
upright, framing sky, tree tops, birds perched
on power lines and the farend of the neighbor'
s
cornfield.
Tobacco stored in the loft between
harvest and market had been kiln-dried in the
tobacco barn, the doors then left open so that
hopefully the brittle leaves had absorbed
sufficient moisture to be pliable— "in order."
When not "in order" and the barn was needed
for the next cooking, everyone in the
household got up extra early to form a
conveyor belt to the sweet potato patch,
spreading the tobacco on the dew-moistened
vines where, after breakfast, it was gathered
and placed in the loft. Getting the tobacco
ready for market consisted of taking it off the
sticks, where it had been attached with string
in "hands" of three or four leaves and placing
it in sheets made of burlap fertilizer bags.
Newspapers were spread on the loft
floor before placing the tobacco in continuous
stacks down each side leaving room for
"string-horses" in the middle, where in two's,
family members removed leaves from the
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sticks and the string from the leaves. Sorted
by quality, the leaves were then stacked along
the walls, stem ends outward. Empty sticks
were tossed out the door to later be freed of
string remnants and stored in the stickhouse.
The loft could be entered through the
wide hay door by climbing up the gate or by
the stairs through the stable. The hay door
was a favorite with children, who with a
running start sailed out, just clearing the stick
pile. It was also great fun to climb higher
through the hole in the ceiling and out into the
roof of the side shelter to be spooked by dust
and the far dark reaches under the eaves.
Once when I was ten, E.C., an older
brother, Daddy and I were in the loft sheeting
tobacco for market. Wehanded the tobacco to
Daddy as he knelt in the middle of the sheet,
where he placed a beginning fan of tobacco in
the middle and then handful by handful
formed a circle with the stems outward, his
knees pressing the fragrant, colorful leaves
into a compact unit.
Silently in the sweltering heat we
walked back and forth handing the tobacco to
Daddy as he moved around the circle, sweat
dripping from his nose. Suddenly, each time
I presented a handful of tobacco, something
was wrong with it. Daddy grumbled, "Hold
it this way, so I can get to it." "Can't you keep
the hands all the same size?" "Why don't you
watchwhatyou are doing?" Itwas impossible
toknowwhat to do. No child in ourhousehold
ever deliberately and with foreknowledge
disobeyed Daddy. E.C., a grown man who
had been in the War and fought in Germany,
spoke up quietly, not unkindly, "Why don't
you just leave her alone?"
The funnies in the newspapers under
the tobacco stacks were an endless distraction.
Also distracting was E.J., a neighbor's son,
who stopped by the loft late one afternoon all
dressed up. As he stood silhouetted in the
doorway my older sisters were convulsed
with giggles. After he had gone they said,
"You could seeChristmas. He didn'thaveon
a sign of drawers."
Brother Ellie, number six to my seven,
chased me away and ordered me around.
One afternoon while working in the loft, I
went to get a drink ofwater and was dawdling
on the way back. Ellie tried to force me back
on the job and had my head under his arm
when Mama happened by telling him, "You
leave your sister alone and get on back to
work."
Breaking for dinner at noon, the girls
washed up and set the table. The boys cared
for the animals if they had been used or
simplywashed up. Astandardsummer menu
was creamed corn, sliced tomatoes, peas and
butterbeans with okra steamed on top and
removed before serving, rice, biscuits,
hoecakes of cornbread, iced tea and dessert of
cake baked with fresh blackberries picked
from the fence row or ice cream made in extra
icetrays in the refrigerator. When Uncle Pat,
one ofMama's brothers, ate with us, hewould
refuse the ice cream if fish was served.
Because, he said, ifhe ate fish and ice cream at
the same meal it would kill him.
We sat on homemade benches at the
homemade table covered with a patterned
oilcloth. A chair was placed at each end, one
of which had a black and white cowhide
bottom. Usually, enoughwas cookedmidday
so that the eveningmeal required only baking
bread, fritters or sometimes a main course
—
such as sausage and tomato soup. Or, a
special dessert of apple butter made by
whipping a couple of egg whites with a fork
until stiff, adding sugar and the spooned
pulp of one or two fresh apples and eaten
with biscuits or fritters.
When it was just family we each had
our place. When others were present, only
Daddy had his place. Places extended to
chicken parts. One day the preacher came to
dinner and as the chicken was passed, I
helpfully said, "Nobody take the liver. That's
Daddy's." Leftover food was placed in a safe
to be served at supper. Dishes were washed
in a pan with water heated on the stove or
dipped from the watertank built into the stove
and were not rinsed except once on a cold
morningwhenMama gotup to cook breakfast
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and found the plates frozen together. My
older sisters had done such a lick and promise
drying job that hot water was needed to
separate them.
Early on, water was drawn from a well
in the back yard in which a catfish could
sometimes be seen swimming when the sun
was just right. Later, water was piped in to
the kitchen and to the watershelf on the back
porch. The kitchen along with the rest of the
house had no central heat and was not
insulated. There was only the outside wall
between the kitchen and the elements. Mama
once found a chicken snake hanging in the
kitchen rafters.
When my children gather at my home
with their children, frequently sharing tales
of how it was when they were growing up, I
sometimes fail to recognize my role in their
stories. Many stories are shared which I do
not remember happening—as they are told, if
at all.
Yet, at other times when alone, I
recognize Mama in the mirror and in those
pastimes which I find most comfortable.
Recently, Jeanne, a cousin, mailed each
of our family a copy of a genealogy chart
showing the arrival of our ancestor, Thomas
Heckel, from Holzkirk,Germany at Ebenezer,
Georgia, on the Third Swabian Transport on
November 23, 1752. In discussing this and
our more recent heritage, I discovered that
Daddy's father, too, was a whittler.
Purple Iris
Anne Marie Brasicr
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Ogeechee
Lloyd Newberry
Deep in the hills of the county of Green
A Princess is born, a sparkling stream.
Unpretentious and small, a rivulet so clean,
Providing promises of nourishment and habitats serene.
So beautiful she flows, loved by all it would seem,
Georgia's Princess of Rivers, the Ogeechee, pristine.
Downward she grows swelling on to the main,
Through Georgia's heartland and coastal plain.
From Crawfordville to Shoals to Louisville,
Down to Millen, Rocky Ford, and Richmond Hill.
Two hundred fifty miles of eddy and lee,
Through the marshes of Bryan and into the sea.
Through swamps primeval and forests sublime,
The ancient cypress and loblolly pine
Share turf with the hickory and the oak on high,
While in dark pools below, spider lilies lie
In beds of fragrance; ifs honeysuckle time,
With fiery splashes by the trumpet vine.
For many a critter the river is home.
Two playful otters leave an alligator alone.
A palette of colors, the wood duck swims by
A shad, whose destiny to spawn and then die.
Redbreasts in the morning or raccoons at night
Provide a young boy's or an old man's delight.
Often in spate or parched to a trickle,
No impediment impinges her right to be fickle.
Spinning no turbines and carrying no freight,
The lady remains a pampered darling to date.
So beautiful she flows, loved by all it would seem,
Georgia's Princess of Rivers, the Ogeechee, pristine.
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Gypsy Feet
Elaine Hall
Wandering feet that can not rest
roving heart that beats the breast
Longing for a peace unknown
searching always— no where home
Out of place and lost in time
a lilting song that lacks a rhyme
Pain cries out and anger heeds
tears are shed for thoughtless deeds
Confusion calls to the beast within,
nature's child, free of sin
Ensnared in a self-made web of lies
bound by honor, tied by pride
Love and family beckon close
but wanderlust is felt the most
The loner's way is hard to go
but gypsy feet forever roam.
Prescriptions
Melba Nelson Moore
I stopped by the drug store as I was on the go,
To buy some medicine, I needed it so.
I bought earrings, lipstick, a can of hair spray,
A garden hose, a lawn chair, and floral clay,
A typewriter ribbon, and a dinner plate,
Plus a candy bar, and a rock and roll tape.
I got a broom and a mop, and a coffee pot,
Some bedroom slippers, and a folding cot.
I loaded my car as best I could,
I had to tie some of it on the hood.
As I made my way home I had a sick thought,
There was something I needed I had not bought.
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Bottles
Jacquelynn Nessmith
17
Stares
Phillip Lightfoot
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The Martini
John B. Hoist
As Frank entered the kitchen from the
garage he called, "Hi, Dear, I thought you
were still out; what have you done with your
car? It's not in the garage."
Without turning from the sink Ann
said, "Aren't you a bit late—like two hours?"
"I had to work late, but what about
your car?"
Hugging him, Ann said, "Hmmm, is
that a new after shave?"
Breaking away, Frank said, "No, but
one I haven't used for a long time. Your car?"
"I called your office about an hour
ago—no answer. I left it at Marie's. We went
to Walmart in her car. What's that on your
shoulder? Hmmm, a long blonde hair. Not
mine."
"Why on earth did you leave your car
at Marie's?"
"I was in a hurry to get home to you, so
she dropped me off here."
"You had to come right past Marie's to
get here from Walmart. What's wrong with
the car?"
"Nothing. I'll pick it up the next time
I go out. Where were you when I called
you?"
"I told you. I had to work late. I was
out with a client. I'll take you to get your car
in the morning."
"No, not tomorrow. I'm not
planning to go out tomorrow. A client?
Wearing Chanel Number Five?"
"O.K. I'll drive by in the morning to
make sure it hasn't been hit or stolen."
"No need. Marie said she'd put it in
her garage."
"O.K. Want a drink before dinner?"
"Yes, thanks. The usual."
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Turnings
Jane Rampton
Winner of the Lillian Spencer Award for the Best Poem in Calliope
Seize the Day
Katy Pace Byrd
The whole life is the tender touch, the swan
Dive, the mountain climb, the music note, the
Baby's cry, the dog's tongue, the sunbeam'd eye,
The throbbing dance that brings the gulping throat.
The half life is diminishment, the less
Of less, the crib bereft and a smaller
Box, the invalid bed and palsied will,
The open-doored cage where the bird still stays.
The shelf life is the self put up, the use-
By-when or toss it out, the unread book,
The unwrit poem, the hidden heart, the wasted
Womb, the savings bank that's never spent.
Clear choice, but fear stops risky life's embrace.
The tiger waits behind all three doors.
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Algebra
Gerry Provence
Algebra, be still that I may speak.
As I follow with confidence down your seemingly logical path, your
steps like quick-silver elude my thoughts.
What seems orderly and precise in class at morning is borne away on
the wind at night.
On test day you are stranger still in judge's robes.
What will in time, I pray, be mine are but skittering teasers.
Each day I witness teacher corral your gamboling trick as he runs
you through, slowly, revealing secrets by name and place.
With him you are docile, obedient, correct.
I am but your plaything as with poltergeist delight you make sport of
me when out of teacher's sight.
In innocence I have believed that to snare even one barb would bring
you into my net.
And, following plan, have marched you, constant and variable, back and
forth, to and fro in parade over time and space.
And, you were to let go of frolic and introduce me to your relatives.
And, I to thrill to family secrets.
Algebra, mysterious spirit, hold still won't you? I'm not finished yet.
Sliding Board
Lisa Berry
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The Vacation
Joseph Hul
Sam and I both arrived at about a
quarter till, so we went and burned one out by
the dumpster. At about six we flicked on the
pumps and the lights. Some early birds came
by and filled up, and Sam was topping some
lady offwhen we saw it. The beautiful orange
light beamed at us. It first touched the
wrecker's boom, then the truck itself, and
finally sparkled in every drop of rain that fell
overnight.
"A mornin' like this makes you want
to go camping."
"Yeah, ifd be nice to just take about a
week off and just go."
"Right. Like George is just gonna go
up to you and say, 'Go ahead Sam, take a
week off. I'll be glad to pump gas for you all
week.'"
We both laughed at the idea of George
all dressed up in his suit, stepping out of his
new 'vette and pumping gas.
"I don't care what George'd say, the
sun hasn't been out for weeks and I just can't
stand it. Anyway, if I'm gone he'll just make
you pump the gas."
The sky had about half cleared by now,
and it looked like we were finally going to
have nice weather. Buoyed by the atmospheric
conditions, we went at our work with
enthusiasm. I changed about three or four
tires, and Sam got the first road call.
At about 7:30 Sam came back with
McDonald's, so we had some breakfast. The
sky had completely cleared by now, and we
could feel the first effects of the warming sun.
We ate impatiently, not knowing when or if
we would ever be able to enjoy the sun again.
Sam mentioned the prospects of camping
over and over.
"You're just makin' things worse, Sam.
All this talk about where and who with. Now
you're even making me think about takin'
off."
"Man, I just can't stand workin'
anymore. All I've been thinkin' about lately
has been the Pine Barrens or the Water Gap. I
used to go to the lake, then on to Raccoon
Ridge in half a day."
"Yeah, Raccoon Ridge. Once you hike
past that you're in the national park and
there's nobody there. You don't even have to
camp at the sites after the ridge."
"I remember a time I was up there I
really felt like an Indian. I was walkin' along
and lookin' out over the Jersey side, and I
caught some lights way out in the distance.
Ifs like God's country."
"Yeah, 'til the fog lifts and you catch a
view of those smokestacks."
"When I'm up there I can even enjoy
them."
On that note the phone rang. This one
was going to be my road call, and it looked as
though I was going to have to tow it in. Some
friend ofGeorge just got his car fixed here and
now it won' t start. Smoothing ruffled feathers,
that's my specialty.
The call took a pretty long time. The
guy had a Benz, so I had to dolly the wheels
and use a board and blanket on the bumper.
When I finally got back, the sun was already
thinking about hiding behind some clouds. I
could see George in the distance, and he
really seemed to be working Sam over. I was
hoping that he didn't find his stash. As I
pulled the car in, he started heading for me. I
expected the worst, since he was at my door
before I was even parked. I could see the
thunderstorm starting to brew again.
"Don't even tell me we screwed up on
Raymond's tune-up."
'It seems to be his starter; he's got
good juice from the battery." This was a good
sign, since we didn't touch his electricals.
"Well thank God for that. Just put the
car in Bob's bay. He had the last job on it."
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"All right." I was happy to let Bob deal
with the car. The last thing that I wanted to do
was deal with that guy again.
Sam wanted to take a couple of road
calls, but George wasn't going to let him. He
just told him to tell me to take them. The rain
started to fall. Sometimes you thank God for
road calls, and sometimes you curse him. I
knew that Sam and I were both cursing him
now.
The rainwas really comingdown now.
As I changed a woman's tire, the cold water
was dripping offmy nose. All I really wanted
to do at thatpointwas to just gohome. Pulling
into the station, the rain was coming down so
hard that I could barely see the lights. I
parked the truck, got the tire out, and rolled it
to the tire machine. Luckily, yesterday was
uniform day, and I could go into the back to
change my clothes. As I was putting my shirt
on, Bob came into the room.
"Well, Sam's gone," he said matter-of-
factly.
"Gone! What do you mean Sam's
gone?"
"George just kind of went over the
edge and fired him," he said in monotone.
Iwas speechless. I don'tknowwhether
it was out of envy or fear, but I had wished
that George had firedme instead. I wondered
about that for a minute, and then the bell
rang, so I grabbed a jacket and walked toward
the pumps. George was already out there in
his nice suit, soaked and looking miserable. I
thought of how lucky Sam really was.
Nobody's Home
Barbara Wilkes
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Sleight of Hand
Steve Usher
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The Deadline Be Damned
Michael Eugene Bowman
With three spins of the globe,
I saw bronze made from gold.
The brand of "A" was made a "C"
When time became a tyranny
Over thought a deadline rolled.
Each spin exacted toll;
Quality killed fivefold,
Was this decay or robbery?
The deadline be damned!
Jeweled thought may be your goal,
But on spins the mighty globe,
Which some behold with majesty.
Woe to the student found guilty
Of tardy thought made of gold.
The deadline be damned!
God's Grey Earth
Adrian
Let me tell you about my vacation.
We went up in a ship to Moon station,
and the world was so pretty from there,
you could see everything.
The seas so dark and grey
against the yellow forests,
and the clouds, Oh! The clouds,
are such a pretty green.
Then later, the best sights of all
are long after nightfall;
when all you can see
is the sparkling blue from the craters.
The Call of a Triton
Joan Lehon
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A Night of Lights
Joan Lchon
Paris Traffic
John B. Hoist
Traffic rules are becoming standardized in the civilized world,
So you might think you could drive easily and safely any place
Such as, Washington, New York, Montreal, Mexico City, Younameit.
But when it comes to Paris,
The normally defensive Maginot Line Frenchman shifts
Gears to the offense in the well founded belief
That the best defense
Is a good offense, and the custom,
Universally accepted by Parisian drivers, that
They have the right of way over those on their left and must give
Way
To those on their right,
Leading to the firm belief that it is possible
To-drive-through-the-entire-tity-with-the-left-window-
blacked-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx-out
Without having an accident, proves the maxim
That to
Avoid losing your right of way,
Never get caught looking at the drivers of the cars on your left.
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Ami Parkerson
Seasons of blankness as of snow,
The silent bleed of a world decaying,
The moan of multitudes in woe,
These were the things we wished would go;
But they were staying.
Going and Staying
Thomas Hardy
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Colors
Jason S. Richardson
A Green Man enjoys the same
blue sky as does an Orange Man.
A Green Man enjoys the same
blue ocean as does an Orange Man.
A Green Man enjoys the same
blue eyes as does an Orange Man.
But a Green Man and an Orange
Man will not enjoy one another.
Tybee Tides
Joan Lchon
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1 Damn Thee, I Curse Thee My Pale
Tormentor
Dane Creamer
I damn thee, I curse thee my pale
tormentor;
My manhood, with a mumbled word
you have taken.
Ignorance, loud as trumpets, blasts
from your vocal chords.
O, how I ponder shields and wars and
bloody shores.
Ah, but is not my obsession my own
curse?
At night I sleep and dream of my
progeny's birth;
No longer mine, no longer mine;
Ghosts I see at midnight chime.
With my new found course, I shall
embrace the spring sun
—
Contemplation
Jane Rampton
But still I damn thee, I curse thee-
puritan one.
the
The Innocents
Julie Scott
I hear a man mutter in the language
of his kingdom
A broken umbrella his staff, an imaginary
friend his court jester
I see a pregnant young woman sitting
with her back to the cold brick wall
rubbing her unborn child with a dirty,
yet dainty hand
She hums "Jesus Loves Me" and tucks her
greasy hair behind her ear
I feel the rough hand of an old, wrinkled man
and turn quickly to see a child aging
by the second
A little boy in clothes not made for him,
still he cherishes them
I turn to run from the motley face and
running nose
only to awake
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( or Maybe )
S. Vann
Paranoid
(or Maybe a-nnoyed)
The roar in my head,
The Screaming voices of past frustrations.
(or it May be the hum of the industrial capacity air
conditioner.)
Made louder by the Silence of benevolent strangers
(or there may Be a chill in the air)
that makes me cold.
(Maybe they are not so kind.)
Liquid Fixation
J. Michael Brown
I never had an idea
That I'd miss you so
You told me you'd go
I never showed my fear
Now it seems so long ago
The curtain closed the show
I shed so many tears
—
My life became a haze
So many empty days
Their talk burned my ears
I need to change my ways
But it's a habit that stays
I'm losing.
Dad 's Forty
Laura S. Green
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Europa
Michael Eugene Bowman
"i ou were born a dowdy barbarian
With your bloodstained swaddling clothes covering
From Gibraltar's Rock to Ural peaks grand,
From Svalbard's iced-land to Malta shining
Weak were your limbs which grew to unveiling:
Fairest Greek, Celt, Latin, Slav, and Teuton.
Thenceforth, you struck yourself; scaring alone.
Through the landscape tottered your limbs swinging;
Till worthy dirt was grasped and sat upon.
Tenacious limbs dug with clench stiffening.
Do you hear, dear Europa?
Lucerne
Dianne Daniels
First, your eyes opened the Athenians;
Your brain imploded with knowledge clinging.
Then, Asia first shoved your breast with Persians;
Your anger poured while you stood unflinching.
Out grew your muscle with Roman swelling
To impel you and all with escutcheons,
Till again Asia wrapped your throat with Huns.
Prostrate you lay till Hilda's offering.
Dazed, you embraced Christ and crucifixion,
And stretching limbs became obsessed with kings.
Can you hear, dear Europa?
Mohammed drenched you in Spain and Balkans,
Till from Tours came your son's hammer blowing
Blood across the Mediterranean.
Then your eyes widened with your dress beaming;
You slung your genes the world over, seizing
For greed's sake, America's gold and lawn.
On Africa's wrist you placed chains upon.
Master of the world's seas, you sailed, hounding
All life ungrasped by your fist of iron
Oblivious to the vengeance kindling.
Will you hear, dear Europa?
Now your clouded eyes face the blood-red dawn,
Where demons and avenging lions spawn.
Lay down your jewels old lady, pale and white
And reach for righteous spirit long since gone,
Or succumb to death's wind and endless night.
Are you deaf, dear Europa?
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The Perpetuation of the Patriarchy in A Raisin in the Sun
Frances C. Petrasek
Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in the
Sun is lauded for its examination of black
issues such as African American identity,
African political issues, family interpersonal
relationships, and class collisions, and it is
through the Younger family that we learn,
additionally, about the pursuit of dreams.
Moreover, the author touches on women's
issues, but these are of minor importance in
comparison to the aforementioned. The
character Beneatha is an accomplishment
when she is viewed from 1959, the year in
which the play was first produced. From a
1991 perspective, however, she fails to
exemplify a fully liberated woman. While
Hansberry does challenge the reigning
patriarchal ideology, patriarchal stereotypes
and ideals abound and are supported
throughout the work through not only the
male characters, but also via Mama, Ruth,
and to a minimal degree, Beneatha.
Our initial glimpse into the play
acquaints us with a typical Younger family
morning routine. An alarm clock sounds, yet
it is Ruth who first arises and who must
arouse the sleeping males of the family, as
well as prepare and serve breakfast, ready her
son and her husband for the coming day, and
groom herself—in that order. Her grooming
consists of "wiping her face with a moist
cloth and running her fingers through her
hair" (25) before donning an apron over her
housecoat. Thus, she is prepared to attack a
basketful of severely wrinkled clothes.
Additionally, she is the primary, however
much ignored, disciplinarian. She tells her
son after he finishes his breakfast that he "can
getover there and makeup [hislbed" (29). He
folds the bedding into a heap. Travis is a ten
year old boy who not only must be told what
to do, but who virtually always is set free of
responsibility through his grandmother.
Mama dismisses the sloppy job with her
comment to Ruth, "he tries, don't he?" (40)
Mama folds the bedding. Mama's act sends
two primary messages to Travis. First, he
does not have to do what he is urged to do
because another, a female, will do it for him.
Most importantly, he receives the message
that he, in Mama's words, "aint supposed to
know 'bout housekeeping" (40). Overriding
Ruth's authority, Mama clearly teaches that
domestic work is beneath a male child's
"dignity;" it is woman's work.
Mama, Ruth, and Beneatha suffer from
cultural, social, and economic disabilities in a
patriarchal society, as well as what Beneatha
aptly dubs "acute ghetto-itis." It is Walter
Youngerwho exemplifies from whencecomes
the oppression, though ironically it is these
three women who help him to maintain his
"masculinity." Mysogynistic in attitude,
Walter blames his problems on being "tied to
a race of women with small minds" (35), and
on "ants who can't understand what it is the
giant is talking about" (85).
Walter's bitter attitude is best shown
through his response to Ruth, who asks him
why he doesn't hurry up and go into the
banking business with his friends and stop
talking about it. "Why? . . . 'Cause we [men]
are tied up in a race of [female] people that
don't know how to do nothing but moan,
pray and have babies!" (87) Walter
conveniently fails to acknowledge the male's
fifty percent in reproduction. Furthermore,
Walter perpetuates and undergirds negative
attitudes within the family while role-
modeling them for Travis. In Act I, Scene II,
Ruth refuses Travis' request for fifty cents
because they do not have it. Walter, eyes
fixed on Ruth, doles out thesum to Travis and
doubles it. After Travis leaves for school,
Walter must beg carfare from Ruth after the
previously mentioned "manly7' act. Abreast
withMama, Walter simultaneously torpedoes
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Ruth's authority and teaches Travis that it is
the male who supplies the children with
pleasures and fulfills their needs. Ruth,
therefore, is negated from all cultural
standpoints and becomes, in de Beauvoir's
term, the "Other" or negative object (Richter,
1066). Culturally, Walter is the defining and
dominating "Subject" in the work.
In terms of masculine and feminine,
the Subject is virtually always active,
dominating, adventurous , and rational, while
the Other is passive, acquiescent, emotional
and conventional. Mama as the Other plans
and defines for Walter what is masculine and
what it means to be "a man," most often by
means of her deceased husband, Big Walter.
Mama quotes Big Walter, who "always said
being any kind of servant wasn't a fit thing for
a man to have to be ... a man's hands was to
make things, or to turn the earth with"(103).
The concept of patriarch is upheld herein, as
Mama most likely assumes that since Big
Walter said that to serve wasn't fit for a man,
he implied that servanthood is fitting for a
woman.
Ironically it is Mama's hands which
"turn the earth," since she yearns for a garden
and does so on a small scale with her potted
plant. According to Big Walter's version of
male, Mama is near-male and serves as a
father-surrogate. Even more ironic, however,
is that this excellent, fine Walter as an example
of "man" is tainted with the fact that "there
was plenty wrong with Walter Younger
—
hardheaded, mean, kind of wild with women"
(45). The younger Walter's misogyny has its
roots in his father, as Big Walter "sure loved
his children . . . Always wanted them to have
something"(45). That something, sadly, came
only after his death, bypassed his wife as
when he lived, only to slip through his male
progeny's fingers.
Big Walter's daughter, Beneatha,
however proves the sole, though slightly
weak, challenger to the male-dominated
culture. From the play's outset, Beneatha
rarely acts the subordinate. She does falter
occasionally, but she succeeds greatly in
asserting her cultural views, thereby upsetting
the patriarchy. At the close of Act I, Scene II,
Beneatha proclaims to Mama and Ruth that
everybody had better understand that she is
going to be a doctor, to which Mama adds,
"God willing" (50). Beneatha contends that
God is an idea which she does not accept, and
further, that it is because of its own stubborn
effort that the human race achieves. As
penance for her argument, she receives a slap
in the face from Mama, but as she explains to
Ruth, "All the tyranny in the world will never
put a God in the heavens!" (52) Beneatha's
opinions seem crudely presented, but it is
these powerful statements which buck the
status quo and cause us to bristle, react, and
consider.
Beneatha's dictums by no means end
with religion, as she discloses her political
feelings toMama in Act I, Scene II: "[Africans]
need more salvation from the British and the
French" (57). In Act I, Scene I, she talks about
artistic freedom. Mama accuses her of flitting
from one thing to another because, from year
to year, Beneatha involves herself in interests
which rangefrom play-acting to photography.
Flitting, however, is all in one's perspective as
Beneatha points out, "I don't flit ... I
experiment with different forms ofexpression
... People have to express themselves one
way or another" (48). Beneatha underscores
the fact that it is important for women, as well
as for men, to grow, discover and pursue their
dreams.
Beneatha, additionally, does not see
marriage as her sole option in careers. A
college student pursuing medicine, she dates
two men, both also students. George
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Murchison, son of a rich local family, and
Joseph Asagai, a Nigerian, differ culturally,
but their views on marriage and sex share
similarities. "You're a nice looking girl ... all
over," George tells her. "Guys aren't going to
go for the atmosphere—they're going to go
for what they see. Be glad for that" (90). On
the other hand, Asagai wants Beneatha to
marryhim and go toNigeria with him. Despite
Ruth,who thinks that Beneatha is odd because
she would not marry Murchison, "that pretty,
rich thing" (49), Beneatha rises above these
chain-laden options at the play's end. She
and Walter exchange verbal barbs about
whom Beneatha should marry. Though she
toys with the idea of going to Africa, Beneatha
chooses neither Asagai nor Murchison, and is
least likely to choose a mate based solely on
looks or money. In order to marry either
George or Joseph, she would have to meet
them on their terms. She does not, however,
stepdownfrom her standards for the "comfort
and security" the two boyfriends each offer
through marriage. Through her refusal,
Beneatha thumbs her nose at a tradition which
dictates that if a woman marries after age
twenty one, she is an "old maid."
The author unfortunately limits
Beneatha in her freedom and independence,
and this particular character's major flaw is
that she relies upon males financially.
Murchison and Asagai pay for the evening
out, understandably since they have money
and she does not. There is, however, no
mention of Beneatha' s part-time job. Her
family supports her economically, thereby
grooming her to expect the male to pay for her
entertainment, education and meals. To
Beneatha, males provide. Walter is the family
member who inevitably, thanks to Mama,
controls her medical school tuition, therefore
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controlling her dream unless she is willing to
assume this responsibility herself. Walter
loses the tuition money in a business
proposition gonebad,but Beneatha' s response
is to cave in. "Me? . . . Me? Me, I'm nothing,"
sheemotionally reveals to Asagai. She bitterly
contends that she has stopped caring, and
that, "while I was sleeping ... people went
right out and took the future right out of my
hands!" (134) Asagai's wise words point out
that there is "something wrong in a house . .
.
world . . . where all dreams . . . must depend
upon the death of a man" (135). Regrettably,
the apothegm ends with "a man" and not
"anyone." Additionally, the saying fails to
address the instances wherein dreams depend
upon another, living or dead, man or woman.
Beneatha does, however, have the
attributes she needs to pursue her dreams
independently and to dispute the patriarchal
stereotypes ofwomen, but the author, through
her female characters, seems to
simultaneously bring to light covert sexual
biases while she internalizes and supports
the reigning patriarchal ideology. Beneatha's
attitude towardWalter's power cou Id amount
to merely a temporary hindrance of her
growing independence, but the character is
not developed to this extent. Though Mama
and Ruth are strong women, they spend their
energy on helping others pursue and fulfill
their dreams, while consciously or
unconsciously perpetuating patriarchal
ideology. The Younger family's move to
Clybourne Park is a supposed cure to the
prevailing "ghetto-itis," but Hansberry offers
no resolution to the family's several other
problems. While the work closely examines
several cultural issues from the Black
perspective, it onlybegins toexamine feminist
issues.
Dreams I've Forgotten
\SVndi Addis
Crooked Cathedral
Mike Torrance
Sometimes late at night
Before the moon is full
I dream of strange things
Things other than I should.
I dream of the Forbidden fruit,
And the Journey before the Fall,
And I wonder if the Story's truth
Is really true at all.
I dream of the plains of Kansas,
And Dorothy with her dog.
Ana wonder if she truly left home,
Or was it a dream after all.
I dream I travel to the moon
And meet a handsome man there.
He calls my name, takes my hand
And runs his fingers through my hair.
He whispers that he wants me
And takes me violently.
And when the deed is done
He leaves me silently.
And sometimes I dream the end
Is very near for me,
And then I wake and see the sun
And remember none of these.
Prayer for a Rapist
Katy Pace Byrd
Home that he may be invaded
Strength that he may be overcome
Light that he may curse the dark
Joy that he may despair
Faith that he may lose conviction
Heaven that he may be damned.
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Pain, Distance and Time
L. Kelly Waters
The lure of "Neu tral Tones" byThomas
Hardy is in its subtle familiarity. Although
the poem describes the breaking off of a
relationship, the reader quickly finds the
speaker is neither fondly nor bitterly recalling
the event. By avoiding every sensory image
except for sight, abstaining from definition,
and coloring in neither bright nor dark tones,
the author purposefully distances the reader
from the event. The poem's appeal lies not in
its allusion to lost love, but in the passing of
pain with time. This pale scene reveals the
aging of painful memories that occurs but
each of us so often forgets.
The first clue that the poem conveys
something more than a painful memory is in
the title. "Neutral Tones" immediately
encourages the reader to postpone any
positive or negative inferences until the author
makes his meaning clear. In a sense we are
left out rather than taken in. This is the first of
many distancing devices.
To describe the scene without placing
the reader in it, the author creates images
using the sense most commonly used from a
distance: sight. Not only does the author
avoid contact with the other senses, he
methodically insures this isolation. We see a
sun without warmth: "And the sun was white,
as though chidden of God" (line 2). He
portrays words as costly and attributes them
with physical rather than acoustical
characteristics: "And some words played
between us to and fro/ On which lost the
more by our love" (7-8). While smells are
simply avoided, the dearth of tastes is re-
enforced: "And a few leaves lay on the starving
sod" (3). Using images appealing only to
sight helps to produce this view from the
outside looking in.
Similarly, the poem's lack of definition
allows the reader to see this painful memory
as similar to a personal experience without
demanding the recollection of details better
forgotten. Several things are purposely
unclear: whether the speaker is male or female,
which person ended the relationship, and
who, if anyone, was at fault. This comfortable
obscurity encourages the reader to identify
with the speaker, and assures that the
similarity is tenuous at best. Instead of
pushing the reader out, the distance here is
created by pulling the reader in, but only to
the point of familiarity.
It is at this point of subtle recognition
that the "Neutral Tones" come into play.
Perhaps the most obvious distinction of the
poem is its total lack of color. Like a black and
white photograph, the "grayish leaves" and
"white" sun yield much the same effect as the
references to death and the mention of time
gone by: "Since then" (13). They all create
distance in time. Drained of its color, this
poem is a memory on the edge of death, the
expectation of which is a relief to its owner.
Disrobing, defusing and discharging
painful memories is the whole point of the
poem. Sometimes we ardently avoid
memories because we remember that the
memories were painful before, not because
they are painful now. Hardy demonstrates
pain's aging is pleasant, its future is bright.
Separated by comforting time, drawn by its
subtle familiarity and contending with a
tempting perspective, the reader is
encouraged to explore old wounds. The
realization that pain subsides with time is not
always an easy one
—
pain is often easier to
ignore than to reflect on.
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Woman Throwing a Cast Net
Andrew H. Lentini
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Potentially Nobody
Doug Walker
When Victor woke up, the sun
burned his eyes so he rolled over and
faced the back of the bench. His wincing
features relaxed and gave way to a smile
when he realized how far he must have
fallen to be so attached to a park bench.
This morning marked the thirty-fourth
consecutive evening on the bench, and
Victor considered it somehow his. In all
fairness, as benches go, it was exceptional.
It was a full six feet long, sparing Victor
two inches, and, miraculously, the birds
bypassed it so it stayed relatively clean.
Victor didn't question this phenomenon,
for that would jinx his luck. The crisp
morning air told him that winter was
coming, and he knew it would be harsh,
but Victor tried not to think about bad
things—he lived for today and today
would be beautiful.
Victor arose and gathered his
things. He decided not to go to the shelter
for breakfast because it tended to depress
him. He didn't feel like the rest of the men
there; he was different. At the shelter,
they were more than just homeless; they
seemed hopeless to Victor. And whenever
he went there, Terry bored him with stories
of his past achievements and his future
plans to get back on top—"I'm just in a rut
now, ya know," he would tell Victor, "and
as soon as my plan comes together, I'll be
back on the fast track, ya know?" Victor
knew that at fifty-three years old, Terry
wouldn't make it to the fast track, and
would be lucky to get a bed that night at
the shelter. He honestly felt sorry for ol'
Terry—"Damn fool," Victor whispered to
himself. As he passed a store front
window, he decided to check himself out:
his sandy, tan boots advertised how many
years he had spent on a construction site,
his blue Dickies were holeless, and his
denim shirt was only partially wrinkled,
but the breast pocket would have to be
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reattached, as it was folding over at one
corner. He licked his hand and patted
down the hair that had risen while he
slept to form a hill on the crown of his
head. The salt and pepper whiskers were
coming back so he could have used a shave,
but, all in all, Victor felt he looked fine. In
the bottom corner of the window he
noticed a HELP WANTED sign which
disappointed him because just yesterday
he had been told that the position had
been filled. Again, Victor decided not to
question this, knowing the Lord would
provide.
As he rounded a corner, Victor
walked headlong into a man.
"Oh, excuse me. Are you O.K.?"
"For Chrissakes! Why don't you
watch where you're going?" The suit
adjusted his tie and rushed off, never
taking his eyes off the ground. Victor
didn't know what to make of the man's
abrasiveness so he shrugged his shoulders
and proceeded down the street. Halfway
down the same block he ran across one of
those secretaries who wear tennis shoes
with their dresses. Partly tickled by the
incident with the suit, Victor grinned.
"Mornin', " he said. This woman
reacted as if Victor had also run into her.
"I don't have any change," she said as she
clutched her purse, tucked her head, and
quickened her pace.
"Change? Who wants her change?"
Victor thought. He couldn't believe people
would act this way on such a glorious
morning. Maybe the fact that he hadn't
shaved made him seem threatening to her,
he thought. For whatever reason, Victor
decided he'd better not speak to anyone
he passed—that would solve the problems.
For the rest of the morning, he
walked along the main street of the
business district. The higher the sun rose,
the higher his spirits rose, and the warmer
it became down in the urban valley, the
more confident he became. Everyone on
the sidewalks was equal, and although
they had different itineraries, they all
—
together—made up this downtown
Tuesday morning.
It was this feeling of naive optimism
that brought Victor into Rex's—"Where
men's fashions make a statement." Since
pedestrian traffic was thinning, he thought
he would just pop in and browse for
awhile. He was immediately greeted by
an overanxious manager.
"Excuse me, sir, can I help you?"
"No, thank you. I'm just looking
right now," Victor said whimsically and
walked by him.
Insisting—"SIR, can I HELP you?"
Turning—"No. THANK you."
The manager walked up very close
to Victor, ducked his head and whispered,
"Look, let's not cause a scene. You
obviously aren't going to buy anything,
so please leave."
Victor rested his hand on the
manager's shoulder to assure him and
whispered, "You're causing the scene.
Now please leave me alone."
The manager leaped backward and
slapped Victor's hand away.
"Get your hands off me! Now look,
I've tried to be nice about this, but if you
don't leave, I'll have to call the police!"
At that moment, Victor realized
most of the people in the store were staring
at him. The skirt in the shoe department
was giggling under her breath and another
manager stepped out from behind the
counter, crossed his arms over his chest
and stared with aggression in his eyes at
Victor. Customers gawked and whispered
light-heartedly amongst themselves, and
one little girl couldn't resist pointing her
tiny, untouched finger and laughing.
Victor's blank stare and tense jaw showed
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how angry and humiliated he was. He
turned very slowly and walked out of the
store with as much dignity and pride as a
man in his position could muster.
Outside, Victor was greeted by the
toxic exhaust of a passing bus. The fumes
made his face grimace and eyes water.
Across the street, he saw a man ranting
about salvation, cursing Jews and
homosexuals. As Victor turned, a foul-
smelling man with no front teeth
approached.
"Hey man, gimme a dollar."
"No," said Victor, backing away in
virtual fear. "No," he repeated.
"Watch out," said the suit Victor
backed into.
"I'm sorry, alright? I'm sorry,"
snapped Victor. He turned around and
quickened his pace.
"Accept Christ or suffer the wrath
of Hell ..." said the preacher, but soon the
pounding of his boots was all he heard.
As he ran down the middle of the sidewalk,
Victor couldn't make out the watery faces
of the people he passed, but he felt their
condemnation. He wanted to knock the
blurred images over. He wanted to make
them fall. He ran faster. He'd had enough.
He saw their prejudice. It was ugly. He
wouldn't shave ... for the tennis-shoed
secretary ... He wouldn't watch ... where
he was going ... for Christ's sake . . . He
would ... cause a scene ... He would ...
demand that job ... He would go ... where
... he ... wanted. The run was far more
than Victor's middle-aged body was
accustomed to, so he eased himself to the
sidewalk. He rested his head on his
forearms which were resting on his knees.
Victor could have easily been mistaken
for being asleep or simply pathetic.
After he caught his breath, Victor
remained seated to collect his thoughts.
Until now, he had prided himself in his
The Door
Jacquelynn Nessmith
ability to stay composed. He was
ashamed—ashamed of his reaction and
ashamed of his predicament. Just then, a
quarter fell between his feet. He looked
up to see a young man.
"You need that more than I do."
Victor was shocked! Speechless!
Who did that kid think he was? He didn't
need his money! Only street people take
handouts, not unemployed construction
workers! He stood and watched the
presumptuous boy cross the street. Victor
turned to walk in the opposite direction.
He got a few steps away and then looked
back to see the quarter still lying on the
sidewalk. Victor paused, thinking of the
implications. He looked around for an
audience, and when he found none,
quickly picked up the coin and walked
awa 1
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Quelle heure est-il?
Lynn Wilson
Then we looked closelier at Time,
And saw his ghostly arms revolving
To sweep off woeful things with prime,
Things sinister with things sublime
Alike dissolving.
Going and Staying
Thomas Hardy
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Doctor's Visit
Gaylc Whitakcr
He takes my hand to climb the path
And counts the birds to learn his math.
His tiptoe gait exhausts his will.
Halfway there he lifts his arms
—
We top the hill in tight embrace
While singing of MacDonald's Farm.
The waiting room is filled with stares
—
I quickly spot two empty chairs.
We choose a book to pass the time,
And smoothing his hair, so flyaway light,
I read out a tale of bears
And linger a touch: a mother's right.
I trace his ear with my fingertip
While fantasizing of our getaway trip:
We'll ride a space ship past the moon,
And when the weather's nice and we can swim
Like fish . . . we'll come and visit
—
Perhaps in June . . . and then I look at him
—
How treacherous life's become for us!
"Uh, Mrs. Gray ..." she interrupts.
We trail behind her constant chatter
And follow her to a tiny room.
She treats us like we're closest friends
Her cheery air leaves me in gloom.
I tickle him on the papered bed,
His laugh does little to ease my dread.
The hanging drape sweeps open wide
He enters with a practiced smile.
My boy's small hand and mine entwine.
"I've been looking at your son's file ...."
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One Fish, Two Fish
Kathy Whitney
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My Little Girl
Joe Lee
ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS A LITTLE
GIRL NAMED KATIE
AND HER DADDY LOVED HER MORE THAN
ANYTHING IN THE WORLD
AND EVERYWHERE THEY WENT, KATIE
WOULD SAY,
I'M DADDY'S LITTLE GIRL
This is how it would be. After all these
years, he would be a father, a proud, proud
father.
His wife would be home soon. She
would know. She would tell him, but first
she would tease him.
He continued to polish the car, the
shiny gray car. He studied his reflection
in the polish and thought about the lines
creeping in around his eyes. He wondered
about his age. Would it affect him as a
father? Could he be a good father? He
wanted a son that would carry on the
family name. He was sorry that his father
had not lived to see his grandchild born.
He knew about right from wrong, Little
League and college. He would give his
son all of the knowledge and love that he
could. His son would have all of the
advantages that he had done without, and,
unlike his father, would not have to wait
until he was well into adulthood to really
understand the world.
She turned quickly into the
driveway and the car door sprang open.
"Well?" he said.
She smiled.
"Well, what?" his wife said.
He knew she would make him work
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to find out.
"It's a boy?"
"No."
"Come on. Tell me the truth," he
said as she walked nearer to him.
"I am telling the truth. It's a girl."
Bobby would let her off the hook
for teasing him.
"It's alright. You can tell me the
truth. I won't be mad because you've
been kidding me."
"I'm not kidding. It's a girl!" Her
joy had turned. She was becoming upset.
"What's wrong with that?" she snapped.
"I just knew it would be a boy. I
don't know anything about girls. What
can I teach a girl?"
"She's a person. You can teach her
to be a person, can't you?"
From that moment on, things were
different. His wife was right and he was
ashamed. Over the months, waiting for
his little girl to arrive, he imagined all the
things that they would do together and
how much he would love her.
The wait for his daughter, like this
drive home, seemed to be an eternity.
Baltimore, the place of her conception,
seemed like years ago. Shortly after her
beginning, Bobby had moved his
expecting wife to the South. He would be
in college and between quarters if their
daughter was born as expected. He was
proud that his little girl had impeccable
timing.
"That's my girl," he would say when
he told people of her anticipated arrival
date.
A fawn lay dead on the side of the
island road. Her mangled mass was
recognizable only by her spots. It was a
tragedy, but a hundred yards away other
older deer stood grazing, seemingly not
bothered by the sudden recent death. He
wondered how this could be. When his
father died, his mother received so much
attention. The attention was almost like
fame, but it was a fleeting fame that was
not nearly worth the misery. Soon she
was alone again with her thoughts, her
pain and loneliness. Bobby, too, had left
her alone. Guilt still remained.
His wife's time was so near that she
was almost immobile. Bobby walked out
across the island to the old wooden bridge
across the narrow part of the stream. A
plank was missing at the peak of the
bridge, and he had to stand with one foot
on each side of the opening as he watched
the murky water of the life-giving stream
flow under his feet towards the darkening
ocean. The sunset was unusually yellow.
He watched the sky blackening as the
evening's yellow light faded. He watched,
too, as the spots on the fallen fawn faded
into darkness.
Bobby sat quietly in the birthing
room, almost bored. His wife was doing
fine and everything was on schedule,
including the nurses. They would come
in whenever he was about to fall asleep,
so the long night just got longer.
At daybreak the doctor came in.
Katie was still several hours away.
A nurse Bobby had not seen before
arrived with the morning. She checked
his wife, turned and said, "I don't want to
scare you but we've got a problem. Things
are going to happen pretty fast from here
on."
She sent out a frantic message for
the doctor. Bobby remembered what a
prolapsed cord was. An operating room
was lined up. He watched the monitor as
his little girl's heart rate faded rapidly.
He could not tell his wife that this was
happening, but he sensed that she knew.
She was completely still with her head
back on the pillow for the first time in a
long time as if she had snapped into
complete resignation. She knew her baby
was beyond her help.
The doctor returned and began
disconnecting monitors and tubes. Bobby
watched the screen turn black. A small
herd of people moved quickly by the small
opening in the door of the birthing room
on the way to prepare for his wife's
surgery. The nurse attempted to keep the
life-giving stream flowing to Katie by
keeping her head off the cord until surgery
was ready, but without the monitor, only
Katie knew if she was surviving.
After an eternity, when everything
was disconnected, the doctor said, "Let's
go!"
Bobby pulled the bed into the
hallway and frantically, but silently,
inquired the direction. Someone pointed.
He heard other people in the hall talking
about their lives and their new babies.
From behind the bed he pushed
desperately. He wondered if they were
too old to have a baby. The doctor and
nurses caught up with him and helped
him push. A voice directed at him from
behind the desk at the side of the hall said,
"Daddies can't go beyond the yellow line."
Bobby stopped. Resigned, he
looked down. He stood with one foot on
each side of a broad yellow line. He turned
to the voice. There was no help. He
wondered how this could be. He heard
the operating room doors spring open.
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His thousand thoughts were swirling so
that everything seemed in slow motion.
Daddy? Don't you have to have a child to
be a daddy? Did he have a child? Would
he? His little girl?
He reached into his back pocket for
the letter he had written to Katie two days
earlier. He looked back down at the yellow
line between his feet while the black ocean
of anguish and agony poured over him.
He stood there motionless, watching the
yellow line until it faded into darkness.
Rose
Tommy Harper
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Inspiration
Tobias A. Brasier
Mary Mills always favored her
grandmother. Their bond began early on. Mary
was named after her grandmother. When Mary
was a tiny infant, Gramma would spend hours
with her, cooing, laughing, telling stories, saying
nurseryrhymes, reciting poetry. Gramma seemed
toknowevery storyandpoemevercomposed,and
more, but that wasn't unusual. Gramma's father
wasawell-educatedmanwhovaluedreadingover
everything. Hewas educated at Oxford, where his
grandparents had come from their homeland of
Greece. Mary'sGramma married a young student
from the university, Raymond David Mills. After
earning his doctorate in English Literature, Ray
Mills took his young wife to America, where he
enjoyed a long career of teaching at a university in
Delaware.Healsoenjoyeda careerasanovelistand
poet, and his talentswerelaudedby all.Rayand his
wifehadoneson,Mary'sfather. Nicholas Millswas
also a talented man when it came to writing.
Beginning with the walls of hisbedroom and a red
crayon,Nickwasawriter.Nickmajored inHistory,
andby thirtybecameoneoftheleading authorities
on the American Civil War. Like his father, Nick
taught at the university level. Nickpublished three
well-received books about the Civil War by his
twenty-eighth birthday, each ofthem dedicated to
his parents. Ray Mills died just four weeks before
NickmarriedAnne, amathematics professorfrom
the college.Ayear latertheyhad a daughter,Mary.
Nick always wanted to write a novel about
the War, but fiction seemed to be the one form of
writing out of his reach. Ifwordscame at all for this
project, they came in the form of another critical
surveyoftheWar.Hebeganwritingitwhenhewas
twenty-five, and went to his father for assistance,
butnothingRay told him seemed to help.Theonly
movement forward would come after his mother
gave him words of encouragement 'It will be
alright, Nicky." Nickeventually shelved thenovel.
He went on about the business of teaching and
writingforjournalsofAmerican history,marrying,
and raising Mary.
Forthe firstsixyearsofher life,Maryhadno
sitterexceptforherGramma,andGramma'sstories
and rhymes filled her ears. When Nick asked
Grarnrnahowsheknewallthosestories^hereplied
thatshelearnedthemfromhermother.Marycould
repeatanytaleGramma told her,word forword,by
the time she was six; Nick found this strange, but
stranger that he couldn't remember any tale
Gramma toldtwominutes after he'd heard it After
Mary turned six, Gramma died. Nick and Anne
were saddened, mostly for Mary's sake, at
Gramma's passing. Mary knew that death meant
never coming back again, but she told her parents
that it was alright, and touching her hand to her
heart,shesaidthatGramma toldherthatshewould
always be "in here."
Nick decided to try his novel again, as a
dedication tothememoryofhis mother.Two years
heworked, with the results the same as before He
nearlythrewout the scraps,buthe couldn'tbear to
seethem inthe trash can. During thesummerofhis
fortieth birthday , and Mary's eighth year, Nick
took his family on a vacation to Rock Ridge,
Tennessee, and rented a furnished house on the
side of a mountain overlooking the battlefieldthe
remote site of the most infamous battle of the Civil
War.
OneSarurdayafternoon,Nickdozedonthe
king-sized bed he shared with Anne Anne and
Mary were out back of the house looking for war
relics. Nick was dreaming of his mother. She was,
as before, givinghimwords ofencouragement "It
will be alright, Nicky," she said.
Will it be alright Nicky Daddy?
"Will it be alright, Daddy?"
Nick woke with a start "What?"
"Will it be alright, Daddy?" Mary was
standingnexttoNick'shead. Tmtired,soMommy
letmecomeback foranap. Will itbe alright ifIsleep
here with you?"
'Sure Climb."
Maryquicklydozed off,butNickcould not
getback to sleep. Hethoughtabout thebook.Ashe
lay there giving the book what had to be its last
desperate hope for life, Mary turned over in her
sleep, and her right hand rested on Nick's chest,
over his heart
One year later Nick's novel, A Nation in
Tomi^f,publishedinfourparts,metwithuniversal
criticalsuccess.Onthetitiepagereadthededication:
To the memory of my mother, Antonia
CalliopeMills. To thefutureofmy daughter,Mary
Calliope Mills. _
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Moribund
Jason S. Richardson
I lie like a coiled snake
And watch him every day
—
Everyday whistling, humming, walking
With a gleeful stride.
I lie here waiting to be used,
Waiting for something different
—
Something different indeed.
I lie like a coiled snake
And watch him every day
Everyday no whistling, no humming,
Just a melancholy stride.
I lie here waiting to be used,
Waiting for something different
Something different indeed.
Late one dark anniversary,
He comes to me crying.
With faltering hands he lifts me,
As if I am an answer.
Something different indeed.
I am hanging from a rafter.
With trembling hands he pulls me
Tighter around his pale neck
—
A neck which once wore kisses
But now wears only me.
I draw as taut as a guitar string,
As he steps into nothingness.
With white wetness his eyes
Roll in their sockets.
He claws at me with stupid hands,
As if he has changed his mind.
And only a short distance away
A new neck wears new kisses.
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Passageway
Lisa Berry
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Dear Sweet Mom
NJ
While some mothers-in-law are as pure
as the driven snow (ignoring the fact that
where there is acid rain, there must be acid
snow) there are those who are simply the
scourge of all married men who are
unfortunate enough to have one that is still
breathing. For those who are as unfortunate
as this, there are those that are doubly
unfortunate in that their mothers-in-law abide
with them under the same roof, which is
much worse than residing in thesame country.
A mother-in-law in residence is the
truest affliction that a man may carry. Give
me crutches, let me wheel my way through
the halls of life in a wheelchair, make me a
bedridden quadraplegic, but God spare me
the affliction ofbeing exposed, analyzed, diced
and pureed, filleted and splayed by the Great
Perfectionist who had just as soon eat you as
say one nice word to you.
Man has been cursed by this Icon to
Sanctity since the institution of marriage was
first recognized— back in the Dark Ages.
Certainly Henry VIII had no such problem,
but if he did, you can rest assured that he dealt
with it most efficiently. Not that all mothers-
in-law should be beheaded, just a select few.
For those men who are saddled with
the misfortune of having your mother-in-law
living with you and treating you as if you are
the lowest form of life known to humankind,
who acts as though you are still in your
adolescence and have not a clue as to what life
is all about, who makes you feel as though
you are standing nude before a convention of
the Daughters of the American Revolution
—
we have a solution.
Recently we discovered an
organization, the whereabouts of which
cannot at this time be disclosed due to security
reasons. There exists within the continental
boundaries ofNorth America an organization
consisting of fed-up Gentlemen of the
Affliction. Operating under the name
S.M.I.L.E. (Sons of Mothers-in-Law
Entertainment), the group is apparently
strong. Membership is well over one million,
and for a one hundred dollar one-time fee, the
benefits faroutweigh the minor expense. With
such a following, you can rest assured that
Dear Sweet Mom will be well taken care of
until her passing. Over one hundred million
dollars has been contributed thus far, and the
number of satisfied customers is equivalent
to the number of members. Everybody is
happy.
S.M.I.L.E. offers your worst nightmare
a three-week trip, all expenses paid, to
beautiful, warm Cozumel, Mexico. Your
membership fee covers everything, and it
even includes a two hundred fifty thousand
dollar life insurance policy on your wife's
mother.
In the middle of Mom's second week
of vacation, you and your wife will receive an
urgent telegram from the Mexican
government stating, "Unfortunately Mrs. So
and So, while basking in the warm waters in
front of her hotel this morning, was the victim
of a shark attack. We assume that she was
devoured as we have little remains. Request
your immediate response." While your wife
will definitely be upset, you will have time to
console her. S.M.I.L.E. will fly you both to
Cozumel under the semblance of identifying
a body. Upon your arrival the Mexican
S.M.I.L.E. affiliates will provide you with what
appears to be the remains of an elderly lady
and the uppers from a set of false teeth. You
and your wife must return home to announce
the harsh reality of Mom's demise, but all the
while, you are the only one who knows what
has happened.
What truly transpired follows: You
and your wife drove mother-in-law to the
airport to see her offon herCozumel vacation.
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How excited she would be just knowing that
she would have three weeks of uninterrupted
bliss and rest and relaxation, away from that
gusano son-in-law of hers, knowing that she
would be fully prepared to give you pure hell
upon her return because Cozumel would
simply not be good enough, and besides,
nobody down there would have understood
a damn thing she had said and far be it from
her to even vaguely understand their verbal
presentations. Butwhen you said goodbye to
her this time, it was forever.
The plane was full ofwomenwhen she
got on it, all of them mothers-in-law, going on
their S.M.I.L.E. vacations. The flight
proceeded, presumably in a westerly
direction, while your wife grovelled at your
feet at dinner for being so kind and generous.
Meanwhile, Mother thought that she would
have soon deplaned to step onto the humid
tarmac at Cozumel International only to get a
little curious when she heard over the
loudspeaker: "Ladies, this is your Captain
speaking. We will unfortunately be in a
holding pattern for the next four hours. It
appears that the son-in-law of the Mexican
President's wife has, in a drunken state, seized
all power and closed Cozumel International
Airport until more tequila can be delivered
from Ixtapa. We apologize for this
inconvenience."
The plane, loaded with mothers-in-
lawfrom throughout the nation,was suddenly
filled with excited whispers of irate, gossiping
women. One retorted, "My God! Her son-in-
law is drunk and has taken over the airport!
Can you imagine?!" The ladies sat there
continuing to knit putrid colored afghans,
and another replied, "For more tequila, too!
The drunken scum!" Anothered blathered,
"Men. I swear. They're all alike. Sounds just
like something my baby's Jeffrey would do!
Why, just the other night he came in from
fishing and was so drunk he fell right off the
porch into that foot tub of old squirmy, slimy
catfish he'd brought home. I swear to
goodness, he was picking those old prickly
old catfish out of his behind and I said to him,
"Why Jeffrey!" She was interrupted by the
loudspeaker. 'This is your Captain speaking.
Ladies, unfortunately the son-in-law of the
Mexican President's wife still refuses to open
the airport. It seems that his father has now
joined him and they are both ranting for more
tequila. We are re-routing our flight to
Albuquerque, New Mexico, however, for the
night. Food and lodging will be provided by
your local S.M.I.L.E. representative as soon as
we disembark. In the morningwe will resume
our flight to Cozumel at nine o'clock sharp.
Again, we apologize for this inconvenience,
and we thank you for your patience. You are
a dear group of ladies."
"Ooh, how nice," the mothers-in-law
responded in unison. One said, "I've always
wanted to see the mountains ofNew Mexico.
I've heard that they are so beautiful. But I
declare, can you believe that Mexican boy
and his daddy? I declare, that poor,
unfortunate woman. We should call on her
while we're in Cozumel and see if she wants
an afghan. Those two sound just like my
Ralph and my June's Bobby when they get
together!"
Well, Gentlemen of the Affliction, little
did these ladies know that for the entire flight
they had been proceeding north over the
Canadian wilds. When they deplaned, it was
in the frozen tundra of Coppermine, one of
the northernmost outposts in the Great
Northwestern Territories. They probably
believed that the frozen knobs of ice around
them were indeed the New Mexican
mountains, but actually they saw part of a
glacier that borders the lovely and frozen
Coronation Gulf, only a two hour flight from
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the North Pole, and six hours from Moscow.
During their first night's stay, they
were led to believe that the Aurora Borealis
was the result of a great nuclear holocaust
and that, by the grace of God, Albuquerque
was spared, and that they were doomed to
spend eternity there. Imagine how guilty
they felt when they reflected on the cruelties
and gross inhumanities to which they
subjected their daughters' husbands over the
years since, in their minds, you, their
daughters and their grandchildren have gone
to the great thermonuclear blast in the sky;
incinerated, no less.
Meanwhile, you console your spouse
and assist with all of the funeral arrangements
for Dear Sweet Mom, who was supposedly
devoured by the sharks (you have
documentation to prove it, even an official
Mexican death certificate), but you also
console yourself because you know that
Mom's torture is only beginning.
Not only are the ladies forced to watch
reruns ofMr. Ed, Wheel ofFortune, and Jeopardy
twenty four hours a day, they must also knit
penis socks at the rate of at least two per week
for the men of nearby Yellowknife in the
Yukon Terri tories. Of course the ladies believe
that the stockings are for the victims down in
Albuquerque, for whom clothes are at a
premium since the nuclear blast. Four hours
a day are devoted to lectures on the virtues of
men, especially the ones that their daughters
married, their sons-in-law. They are also
reminded daily of the selfish atrocities each of
them committed while in residence with their
long lost loved ones.
Mr. Ed, Pat Sajak, Vanna White, Alex
Trebek and audience contestants are the
ladies' entertainment forevermore except for
springtime, when they are all gathered up to
go on daily excursions to watch the mating
rituals of the Arctic penguin and the Great
Northern walrus.
Does this sound like something you
would like? Smiling? CallS.M.I.L.E. today at
1-BAN-ISH-DMOM, and send her off on an
eternal vacation. It is certain to guarantee you
wedded bliss and if you want, you will be
able to run around the house butt-naked,
screaming profanities at the top ofyour lungs,
you can mess up the kitchen, cook what you
want, stop all of the yard work and cultivate
a jungle, stop hauling off the trash and let it
grow into a giant garbage heap out in the
front yard ... in short, you can do what you
would normally do if Dear Old Sweet Mother
were nowhere around . . . eaten by sharks, no
less, the poor sweet soul.
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Sestina of the Sea
Erica Sue Moore
Boats flow swiftly along the pristine shore
raising sails and greeting the coming night
waves lap against their sturdy wooden sides
dolphins leap into the crystal sky blue
diving deep in search of any sea homes
the sailors brush about the deck quiet, alone.
They all feel the void of being alone
as their vessel sails away from the shore
the sailors yearn for distant land bound home
many lay sleepless all throughout the night
to stare out into the shifting deep blue
and dream of that, ever locked in their sides.
The waves stay steady, with them, by their sides
among them a sea of many, each one alone
rolling with simple, deep, forever blue
to chance a brief visit with some far shore
and return to the sea, into the night
going back to other, far away homes.
The dolphins arise in their sea salt homes
and jump airborne, water bright on their sides
they play with the waves, long into the night
swiftly bounding over them, so alone
meeting few, quest from shore to shore
roaming through all the vastness of the blue.
Sea-blown sailors wake meet the dawning blue
the waves caress the ship, bringing them home
happy voices grow, they can see their shore
tales fly wild and laughter shakes their sides
sadness goes away, now not all alone
they dream of whafs coming to them that night.
Still the waves and dolphins move by the night
to float and lull about the empty blue
roaming together, yet still quite alone
dream of having what sailors call "Homes"
where they sleep with close loved ones by their sides
and wake to walk along the sandy shore.
By the roll of the blue, along the shore
away to their homes, alone, near and far
they travel next to men's sides, day and night.
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Winner of the Lillian Spencer Award for the Best Prose Work in Calliope
#14 Abercorn
Bill Gebhart
The old woman shivered and pulled But what could she do for her boy's
her coat more tightly around her. The heater fortieth birthday? It had to be something very
on the bus was not working this morning and special. Turning forty was something of a
the weather was as cold and wet and raw as milestone for any young man and she was not
only a rainy winter day in Savannah can be. about to let her own son's fortieth birthday
The old man had told her not to go, to pass unnoticed. But what to do? It had to be
wait until next week or the week after or the something to remember. Something out of
week after that when the weather would be the ordinary. Something special,
warmer or less windy or at least not raining. And then it had come to her. Almost
The old man had told her to wait for a sunny from out of the blue it had been so long ago.
day. What difference could a day or two Of course. She would do for his fortieth
make? And then had rolled over under the birthday just what she had done for his
covers and gone back to sleep. birthdays when he was a little boy. She
What difference? Of course, she had to would make him a beautiful bouquet of hand-
go. Today was Bobby's birthday. Her son. made flowers. Bright yellows and pinks and
Her only child. Of course she had to go. purples and blues. It had been a private joke
Stupid old man. What did he know. Ever between them. That no flowers bloomed all
since his retirement he had been no use to her winter long except on his birthday,
at all. Not that he'd been much good before It was a wonderful idea. He would be
that but at least he hadn't been under foot and so surprised. She would make a huge,
in her way all day long. At least he'd been beautiful bouquet and bring it to him. As a
gone then from early in the morning till surprise. What a great birthday present it
suppertime six days a week and she could get would be. She hadn't done that in years,
her housework done and still have some quiet In fact, the last time she'd done
time to herself. anything of the sort, it hadn't been for his
As it was now and had been for the last birthday at all. It had been for his high school
four years, she had looked forward to any graduation and Bobby had been so tickled,
excuse to get out of the house and away from She remembered the big kiss and hug she'd
him. This was an excursion she had been received in front of all of Bobby's classmates,
looking forward to for a very long time. She could only imagine how envious all the
The old woman had planned other mothers must have been,
everything so carefully. For months she had And that evening after all the
fretted over what present to get and then a excitement had died down, she and Bobby
few weeks ago it had come to her. Cake had sat up and talked to one another for the
wouldn't do. Or clothes. Or even money, longest time while the old man dozed off in
Her meager social security check would not his chair in front of the television as he always
stretch far enough to do him justice anyway did.
and it was useless to ask the old man. He They talked for hours and hours, well
thought this birthday present business was a into the morning. They talked about the past,
lot of nonsense and had made that quite plain They talked about the present. They talked
to her on more than one occasion. about the future. About a beautiful healthy
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baby boy and his beautiful young mother and
how people were always stopping to admire
them whenever they passed by. About the
young school boy and his devoted mother
who attended every play, every game, every
function he was a part of. About the brilliant
science student and the mother who adored
him. About the West Point applicant and
patient mother who had to tell him every day
there was no news and in the same breath tell
him how sure she was the acceptance letter
would come tomorrow.
But it never did. That summer now
seemed so long ago. Almost like a vague
dream. They both waited but no letter came.
He worked at one of the shoestores on
Broughton Street and every day she would
ride into town on the #14 Abercorn to bring
him his lunch and to spend a few minutes
with him. Every evening he would return
home to the news that there was no letter as
yet and then they would cheer each other up
and go into supper.
This went on all that summer until the
day after Labor Day when he came home for
supper and in the middle of the meal
announced to her and the old man (who was
barely listening she was sure) that he had
joined the army. She felt as though she was
paralyzed as she sat listening to him. She felt
rather than heard him say that it was obvious
that West Point did not consider him ready as
yet but he was not going to let that stop him.
He had decided to go on active duty, get a
commission from Officer Candidate School
and apply to West Point from that direction.
He'd been thinking about it for a long time
and he knew he could do it. He'd gone to a
recruiter the week before and had returned
that very day to sign the papers. He would be
leaving on the bus the following Sunday for
Fort Polk, Louisiana, for basic and advanced
infantry training.
She couldn't move. She couldn't speak.
She couldn't even swallow. She just sat there
and watched as the old man stood up and
extended his hand to their son. Then Bobby
rose and embraced his father. She could have
shot the foolish old good-for-nothing. Her
son was leaving her and the old man couldn't
or wouldn't do anything about it. And in the
end there was nothing for her to do either
except stand tearfully by and watch the big,
dirty Trailways bus disappear down the old
Augusta Road.
The old woman got off the #14 at
Abercorn and Broughton, her coat and scarf
her only protection against the sharp wind
blowingdown Abercorn Streetfrom the river.
With her old shoulder bag on one arm and an
oversized shopping bag on the other, she
waited for the light to change and began to
trudgehead down into the wind up Abercorn
to Bay Street.
Somanyempty storefronts these days.
She could remember the hustle and bustle of
so many shoppers and businessmen and
secretaries and clerks in days gone by. She
passed Jimmy's Barber Shop where Bobby
had gotten his first haircut and then so many
more. Oneevery two weeks for almost twenty
years. Bay and Abercorn where the family
had watched the St. Patrick's Day parade
grow into the drunken orgies theywere today.
Garrett Cleaners, where Bobby's navy blue
First Holy Communion suit had been so
carefully tailored, cleaned and neatly pressed.
Across Bay Street at Price and into Emmett
Park. Up the still new walkway to the large
marble slab of the monument to the dead of
the Vietnam War. And there in the polished
surface she could see both her old wrinkled
face and the clearly etched letters:
ROBERT E. ANDERSON m.
She smiled to see that she had aged so much
and that he had not changed at all in all these
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years. She reached into the basket and pulled
out the large bouquet of papier-mach£ flowers
and saw that the bright colors would stand
out quite well against the gray drabness of
Emmett Park in the middle of winter.
The rain was still falling but not as
hard as before and the wind was still blowing
but not as miserably as before. The old woman
saw the rain and wind working on the small
pool around the monument. No flag today
because of the bad weather.
And then, as was her custom, she fished
out an old, badly-creased plastic pouch from
her bag, opened it and took out two yellowed
pieces of paper. She unfolded them and
silently read both. The first was a telegram
from thearmy informing her of Bobby's death
in a helicopter explosion in the South China
Sea. Missing and presumed dead. The other
was a letter from the Commandant of the
United States Military Academy at West Point
which stated that Robert E. Anderson, III, had
been accepted and which through some
strange and forever unexplainable set of
circumstances had been lost only to arrive in
the daily mail minutes after that once in a
lifetime telegram announcing his death and
six months to the day of his dinner-time
announcement.
She read them both slowly and then
refolded them and placed them back in their
protective plastic cover. Then she put the
cover into the shoulder bag and the shoulder
bag into the shopping basket. And for the
first time that morning she spoke out loud as
she turned to go:
"Maybe I'll stop at Gottlieb's for some
fresh bread and doughnuts."
Then out of the park and across Bay to
Abercorn and down to the bus stop on
Broughton Street. She liked the thought of
going to Gottlieb's later on. She liked coming
downtown. She liked going back home. She
liked to do the things they had done together.
Once a thoughtless friend had said to the old
man within her hearing that it was such a
shame that the boy's body could not have
been found, that at least there could have
been a burial, a ceremony, a gravesite to
remember him by. How silly, the old woman
thought. She had this whole town to
remember him by. She even looked forward
to riding on the bus no matter how dreadful
the weather. The last time she had seen her
baby boy he had been waving to her from the
window of a bus.
Now she was returning home to the
old man and the memories. It was true there
wasn't much conversation to be had there.
But it was better than being all alone.
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